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                                Dempsey Indoor                                 
                                    Results                                    
 
Women 60 Meter Dash
===================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A  7.27                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P  7.44                                                          
 Fac. Record: !  7.35  2/1/2003    Jakki Bailey, Stanford                      
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1   197 Shemi, Ena             Portland State            7.66q  1 
  2   263 Griffey, Princess      Gator Track Club          7.73q  3 
  3   182 Davis, Angel           Portland State            7.75q  5 
  4   298 Garrido, Miranda       Unattached-Tracy          7.82q  4 
  5   332 Adeagbo, Simidele      Team XO                   7.83q  3 
  6    32 Nash, Jennifer         Washington                7.91q  2 
  7   260 White, Monaka          Highline CC               7.94q  2 
  7   247 Beverly, Zikarra       UC Riverside              7.94q  2 
  9   219 Payne, Antionette      Portland State            7.98q  4 
 10   199 Imran, Gayle           Portland State            8.02q  5 
 11   214 Sims, Caressa          Portland State           J8.02   1 
 12    13 Soma, Kate             Washington                8.12   3 
 13   194 Tripp, Deyna           Portland State            8.16   1 
 13    79 Leonhardt, Kinyatt     Seattle Pacific           8.16   5 
 15    31 Wilson, Danielle       Washington                8.19   4 
 16    29 Scott, Chanda          Washington                8.24   3 
 17    82 Soule, Anna            Seattle Pacific           8.25   1 
 18    83 Kolb, Jean             Seattle Pacific           8.31   3 
 19   340 Anderson, Alexandr     Csu-Dominguez Hi          8.32   5 
 20   158 Galloway, Bonnie       Western Oregon            8.35   1 
 21   146 Jenkins, Keyanna       Western Oregon            8.40   2 
 22   133 Elliott, Julie         Portland                  8.41   4 
 23   102 Duringer, Julie        Seattle Pacific           8.57   5 
 24   175 Smith, Danielle        Western Oregon            8.68   2 
 
Women 60 Meter Dash
==========================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A  7.27                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P  7.44                                                          
 Fac. Record: !  7.35  2/1/2003    Jakki Bailey, Stanford                      
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
Finals
  1   197 Shemi, Ena             Portland State            7.64   1 
  2   263 Griffey, Princess      Gator Track Club          7.65   1 
  3   298 Garrido, Miranda       Unattached-Tracy          7.77   1 
  4   182 Davis, Angel           Portland State            7.79   1 
  5   332 Adeagbo, Simidele      Team XO                   7.88   1 
  6   260 White, Monaka          Highline CC               7.95   2 
  7   247 Beverly, Zikarra       UC Riverside              7.99   2 
  8   219 Payne, Antionette      Portland State            8.05   2 
 
Women 200 Meter Dash
==========================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A 23.30                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P 23.90                                                          
 Fac. Record: ! 23.72  2/9/2002    Michelle Davis, UNLV                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1    56 Lodree, Ashley         Washington               24.89   1 
  2   197 Shemi, Ena             Portland State           25.36   1 
  3   297 Daniels, Brittany      Unattached-Tracy         25.45   2 
  4   296 Quinley, Shevell       Unattached-Tracy         25.46   2 
  5   298 Garrido, Miranda       Unattached-Tracy         25.68   3 
  6    51 Steward, Brynne        Unattached               25.71   1 
  7   284 Dunnigan, Grace        Unattached               25.92   2 
  8    61 Vela, Grace            Washington               26.23   1 
  9    79 Leonhardt, Kinyatt     Seattle Pacific          26.35   2 
 10   204 Winkle, Mackenzie      Portland State           26.39   4 
 11   208 Palermo, Olivia        Portland State           26.66   3 
 12   182 Davis, Angel           Portland State           26.85   4 
 13    82 Soule, Anna            Seattle Pacific          27.04   4 
 14   260 White, Monaka          Highline CC              27.21   3 
 15   180 Shabazz, Keshia        Portland State           27.22   5 
 16    83 Kolb, Jean             Seattle Pacific          27.26   6 
 17    29 Scott, Chanda          Washington               27.34   4 
 18   147 Smith, Monica          Western Oregon           27.35   2 
 19   212 Pugh, Ashley           Portland State           27.40   4 
 20   158 Galloway, Bonnie       Western Oregon           27.44   6 
 21    31 Wilson, Danielle       Washington               27.61   1 
 22   188 Quay, Ashley           Portland State           27.67   5 
 23   162 Wiese, Kristen         Western Oregon           27.72   7 
 24   146 Jenkins, Keyanna       Western Oregon           28.37   6 
 25   269 Adams, Kayla           Simon Fraser             28.42   3 
 26   299 Chaltry, Nicole        Unattached-Tracy         29.02   5 
 27   336 Udechukeo, Peace       Csu-Dominguez Hi         29.13   7 
 28   154 Rummell, Jennie        Western Oregon           29.23   6 
 29   175 Smith, Danielle        Western Oregon           29.61   7 
 30    57 Fuller, Liz            Washington               30.19   5 
 31   338 Richarson, Amber       Csu-Dominguez Hi         33.24   5 
 --    45 Snyder, Bonnie         Washington                  DQ   3 
 
Women 400 Meter Dash
==========================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A 52.40                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P 54.40                                                          
 Fac. Record: ! 53.62  2/15/2003   Megan Addy, Sheffield Elite                 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1   279 Abdulai, Ruky          Simon Fraser             56.69   1 
  2   284 Dunnigan, Grace        Unattached               57.09   1 
  3   253 Welch, Lauren          British Columbia         59.17   1 
  4   232 Tiongson, Terri        UC Riverside             59.94   2 
  5   153 Kociemba, Katy         Western Oregon         1:00.34   1 
  6   218 Hansberry, Jenny       Portland State         1:01.52   3 
  7   212 Pugh, Ashley           Portland State         1:02.16   2 
  8    15 Baxter, Brenda         Washington             1:02.41   3 
  9    59 Cabbage, Clarissa      Washington             1:02.95   3 
 10   269 Adams, Kayla           Simon Fraser           1:07.67   2 
 11    28 Higgins, Mallory       Washington             1:08.19   3 
 12   337 Pepoles, Stephanie     Csu-Dominguez Hi       1:09.36   2 
 
Women 1 Mile Run
=======================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A 4:38.50                                                        
   NCAA Prov: P 4:47.00                                                        
 Fac. Record: ! 4:33.41  3/3/2003    Lena Nilsson, UCLA                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1   270 Howard, Julia          Simon Fraser           4:52.03  
  2   278 Kolstad, Kristen       Simon Fraser           4:58.53  
  3   294 Chock, Caitlin         Oregon Project         5:00.78  
  4   217 Bielenberg, Staci      Portland State         5:05.03  
  5   184 Kamm, Amanda           Portland State         5:05.07  
  6   305 Fedoruk, Nancy         U. of Victoria         5:10.43  
  7   303 Gilgunn, Lyz           U. of Victoria         5:11.06  
  8    25 Rasmussen, Trisha      Washington             5:12.03  
  9     9 Connelly, Camille      Washington             5:13.90  
 10   273 Boekermann, Leah       Simon Fraser           5:14.99  
 11   320 Burley, Heather        U. of Victoria         5:16.94  
 12   210 Cole, Molly            Portland State         5:18.79  
 13   242 Hanks, Maryanne        UC Riverside           5:22.96  
 14   322 Attorp, Adrienne       U. of Victoria         5:23.04  
 15   283 Geisteiter, Christ     Simon Fraser           5:25.60  
 16    50 Yoshinaga, Sayaka      Washington             5:26.19  
 17     7 Gall, Tina             Washington             5:28.25  
 18    12 Wright, Lindy          Washington             5:30.22  
 19    60 Garrow, Olivia         Washington             5:30.69  
 20   104 Benanaya, Hanane       Seattle Pacific        5:30.83  
 21   309 Fedoruk, Karen         U. of Victoria         5:31.36  
 22    93 Lavin, Josie           Seattle Pacific        5:34.83  
 23     3 Buckingham, Kately     Unattached             5:39.17  
 24   342 Espinoza, Isabell      Csu-Dominguez Hi       6:09.40  
 
Women 600 Meter Run
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1   304 Depol, Andrea          U. of Victoria         1:35.85  
  2     6 Dignam, Lauran         Washington             1:36.97  
  3   208 Palermo, Olivia        Portland State         1:39.66  
  4    86 Perkins, Victoria      Seattle Pacific        1:41.72  
 
Women 800 Meter Run
==========================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A 2:05.65                                                        
   NCAA Prov: P 2:09.00                                                        
 Fac. Record: ! 2:02.91  2/15/2003   Heather Hennigar, Pacific Sport           
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1   265 Johnstone, Rebecca     Simon Fraser           2:12.00   1 
  2   272 Krasovska, Alexand     Simon Fraser           2:18.88   1 
  3   318 Burley, Leah           U. of Victoria         2:20.07   1 
  4   305 Fedoruk, Nancy         U. of Victoria         2:21.61   2 
  5   303 Gilgunn, Lyz           U. of Victoria         2:22.65   2 
  6   242 Hanks, Maryanne        UC Riverside           2:23.97   2 
  7   189 Stephenson, Tylar      Portland State         2:24.42   2 
  8   294 Chock, Caitlin         Oregon Project         2:25.89   1 
  9   299 Chaltry, Nicole        Unattached-Tracy       2:27.03   1 
 10   320 Burley, Heather        U. of Victoria         2:27.45   2 
 11   235 Miller, Phaedra        UC Riverside           2:30.50   2 
 12   341 Underwood, La Tash     Csu-Dominguez Hi       2:43.07   2 
 --   304 Depol, Andrea          U. of Victoria             DNF   1 
 
Women 3000 Meter Run
=======================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A 9:16.00                                                        
   NCAA Prov: P 9:35.00                                                        
 Fac. Record: ! 9:00.27  1/31/2004   Malindi Elmore, Asics                     
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1     1 Strong, Kelly          Asics                  9:21.97P 
  2   383 Miller, Amanda         Washington            10:02.88  
  3   287 Macgregor, Meredit     Simon Fraser          10:05.49  
  4   191 Krishnek, Bobeya       Portland State        10:07.95  
  5   311 Evans, Tiffany         U. of Victoria        10:11.77  
  6    41 Harrison, Kira         Washington            10:22.26  
  7   354 Rosenberg, Trisha      Seatown               10:28.99  
  8   236 Lopez, Lisa            UC Riverside          10:33.79  
  9   234 Alvarado, Adriana      UC Riverside          10:35.52  
 10   250 Wright, Kelsey         UC Riverside          10:36.06  
 11   281 Boulin, Justine        Simon Fraser          10:38.08  
 12    85 Rohde, Karin           Seattle Pacific       10:38.74  
 13   277 Berardo, Casey         Unattached            10:43.14  
 14   229 Zamora, Ashley         UC Riverside          10:46.12  
 15   249 Serna, Rose            UC Riverside          10:53.78  
 16   241 Garza, Melissa         UC Riverside          10:56.34  
 17   220 Cotterill, Holly       Portland State        11:04.27  
 18   101 McCoy, Brandi          Seattle Pacific       11:11.75  
 19   343 Buenico, Jenny         Csu-Dominguez Hi      11:15.37  
 20    84 Kuhn, Tracy            Seattle Pacific       11:20.91  
 21    77 Rohde, Katlin          Seattle Pacific       11:28.85  
 --    55 Egerdahl, Lindsey      Washington                 DNF  
 
Women 5000 Meter Run
=======================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A 16:10.00                                                       
   NCAA Prov: P 16:45.00                                                       
 Fac. Record: ! 15:56.58  2/14/2004   Alicia Craig, Stanford                   
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1    78 Dickson, Karen         Seattle Pacific       17:20.73  
  2   363 Leonard, Sarah         Club Northwest        17:57.06  
  3   145 Garcia, Alana          Seattle U.            18:34.60  
 
Women 60 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A  8.15                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P  8.43                                                          
 Fac. Record: !  8.06  2/27/2004   Sheena Johnson, UCLA                        
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1    56 Lodree, Ashley         Washington                8.47q  1 
  2   339 Samuels, Lynnae        Csu-Dominguez Hi          8.83q  4 
  3   133 Elliott, Julie         Portland                  8.86q  1 
  4    51 Steward, Brynne        Unattached                8.87q  3 
  5    94 Ayers-Stamper, Dan     Seattle Pacific           8.97q  4 
  6   196 Dahl, Emily            Portland State            9.00q  4 
  7    61 Vela, Grace            Washington                9.16q  2 
  8   340 Anderson, Alexandr     Csu-Dominguez Hi          9.18q  3 
  9   296 Quinley, Shevell       Unattached-Tracy          9.22q  5 
 10   179 Blackwood, Kerry-A     Portland State            9.37q  1 
 11   204 Winkle, Mackenzie      Portland State            9.46   2 
 12    75 Janney, Kristin        Seattle Pacific           9.47   4 
 12   225 Timm, Mary             UC Riverside              9.47   2 
 14   148 Callan, Nini           Western Oregon            9.56   3 
 15   147 Smith, Monica          Western Oregon            9.57   5 
 16   180 Shabazz, Keshia        Portland State            9.64   1 
 17   218 Hansberry, Jenny       Portland State            9.65   2 
 18   213 Quinn, Meghann         Portland State            9.71   3 
 19    95 Blake, Linda           Seattle Pacific           9.74   5 
 20    57 Fuller, Liz            Washington                9.81   2 
 21    92 Cooley, Kelsey         Seattle Pacific          10.09   3 
 
Women 60 Meter Hurdles
===================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A  8.15                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P  8.43                                                          
 Fac. Record: !  8.06  2/27/2004   Sheena Johnson, UCLA                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
Finals
  1    56 Lodree, Ashley         Washington                8.39P  1 
  2    51 Steward, Brynne        Unattached                8.69   1 
  3   339 Samuels, Lynnae        Csu-Dominguez Hi          8.80   1 
  4   196 Dahl, Emily            Portland State            8.97   2 
  5   133 Elliott, Julie         Portland                  8.99   1 
  6    94 Ayers-Stamper, Dan     Seattle Pacific           9.00   1 
  6    61 Vela, Grace            Washington                9.00   2 
  8   340 Anderson, Alexandr     Csu-Dominguez Hi          9.12   2 
  9   296 Quinley, Shevell       Unattached-Tracy          9.18   2 
 10   179 Blackwood, Kerry-A     Portland State           10.02   2 
 
Women 4x400 Meter Relay
==========================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A 3:33.50                                                        
   NCAA Prov: P 3:40.00                                                        
 Fac. Record: ! 3:35.06  3/3/2003    UCLA                                      
    School                                               Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 Portland State University  'A'                      4:03.68   1 
     1) 208 Palermo, Olivia             2) 188 Quay, Ashley               
     3) 199 Imran, Gayle                4) 196 Dahl, Emily                
  2 Seattle Pacific University  'B'                     4:05.76   2 
     1) 86 Perkins, Victoria            2) 83 Kolb, Jean                  
     3) 79 Leonhardt, Kinyatta          4) 82 Soule, Anna                 
  3 Portland State University  'B'                      4:07.04   1 
     1) 218 Hansberry, Jenny            2) 217 Bielenberg, Staci          
     3) 180 Shabazz, Keshia             4) 212 Pugh, Ashley               
  4 California State University Do  'A'                 4:08.46   1 
     1) 340 Anderson, Alexandria        2) 335 Fenton, Marcia             
     3) 342 Espinoza, Isabell           4) 339 Samuels, Lynnae            
  5 Seattle Pacific University  'A'                     4:10.47   2 
     1) 75 Janney, Kristin              2) 95 Blake, Linda                
     3) 92 Cooley, Kelsey               4) 94 Ayers-Stamper, Danielle     
  6 University of California River  'B'                 4:11.19   2 
     1) 235 Miller, Phaedra             2) 242 Hanks, Maryanne            
     3) 234 Alvarado, Adriana           4) 236 Lopez, Lisa                
  7 University of Victoria  'A'                         4:13.01   1 
     1) 304 Depol, Andrea               2) 318 Burley, Leah               




   NCAA Auto: A 11:09.00                                                       
   NCAA Prov: P 11:28.00                                                       
 Fac. Record: ! 11:05.16  1/31/2003   Stanford                                 
    School                                               Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Simon Fraser University  'A'                       11:58.41  
     1) 279 Abdulai, Ruky               2) 270 Howard, Julia              




   NCAA Auto: A 1.84m                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P 1.78m                                                          
 Fac. Record: ! 1.85m  1/31/2004   Sharon Day/Kaylene Wagner, Cal Poly         
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1   133 Elliott, Julie         Portland                 1.72m    5-07.75 
     1.52 1.57 1.62 1.67 1.72 1.77 
      PPP    O    O    O  XXO  XXX 
  2    61 Vela, Grace            Washington               1.62m    5-03.75 
     1.52 1.57 1.62 1.67 
        O    O    O  XXX 
  2    94 Ayers-Stamper, Dan     Seattle Pacific          1.62m    5-03.75 
     1.52 1.57 1.62 1.67 
        O  PPP    O  XXX 
  4    54 Nelson, Lara           Washington              J1.62m    5-03.75 
     1.52 1.57 1.62 1.67 
        O    O   XO  XXX 
  5   279 Abdulai, Ruky          Simon Fraser             1.57m    5-01.75 
     1.52 1.57 1.62 1.67 
      PPP    O  PPP  XXX 
  6    97 Bjella, Sharon         Seattle Pacific         J1.57m    5-01.75 
     1.52 1.57 1.62 
       XO    O  XXX 
  6   147 Smith, Monica          Western Oregon          J1.57m    5-01.75 
     1.52 1.57 1.62 
       XO    O  XXX 
  6   174 Johnson, Bridget       Western Oregon          J1.57m    5-01.75 
     1.52 1.57 1.62 
       XO    O  XXX 
  9    92 Cooley, Kelsey         Seattle Pacific         J1.57m    5-01.75 
     1.52 1.57 1.62 
      XXO   XO  XXX 
 10    53 Todd, Lindsey          Washington              J1.57m    5-01.75 
     1.52 1.57 1.62 
        O  XXO  XXX 
 11   267 Pagnucco, Natalie      Simon Fraser             1.52m    4-11.75 
     1.52 1.57 
        O  XXX 
 11   271 Webb, Kailin           Simon Fraser             1.52m    4-11.75 
     1.52 1.57 
        O  XXX 
 11    57 Fuller, Liz            Washington               1.52m    4-11.75 
     1.52 1.57 
        O  XXX 
 11    95 Blake, Linda           Seattle Pacific          1.52m    4-11.75 
     1.52 1.57 
        O  XXX 
 11   188 Quay, Ashley           Portland State           1.52m    4-11.75 
     1.52 1.57 




   NCAA Auto: A 4.20m                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P 3.95m                                                          
 Fac. Record: ! 4.47m  2/14/2004   Chelsea Johnson, UCLA                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1    13 Soma, Kate             Washington               4.06mP  13-03.75 
     3.15 3.31 3.46 3.61 3.76 3.91 4.06 4.13 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O  XXO  XXX 
  2    36 Wildhaber, Ashley      Washington               3.91m   12-10.00 
     3.15 3.31 3.46 3.61 3.76 3.91 4.06 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O   XO  XXX 
  3    19 Marshalek, Stevie      Washington               3.76m   12-04.00 
     3.15 3.31 3.46 3.61 3.76 3.91 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP   XO  XXX 
  4    72 Enders, Emily          Oregon                  J3.76m   12-04.00 
     3.15 3.31 3.46 3.61 3.76 3.91 
      PPP  PPP  PPP   XO   XO  XXX 
  5   380 Moore, Hannah          Unattached               3.61m   11-10.00 
     3.15 3.31 3.46 3.61 3.76 
      PPP  PPP  PPP   XO  XXX 
  6    98 Hedges, Big Allie      Seattle Pacific         J3.61m   11-10.00 
     3.15 3.31 3.46 3.61 3.76 
        O    O   XO   XO  XXX 
  7   374 Donahue, Kathleen      Unattached              J3.61m   11-10.00 
     3.15 3.31 3.46 3.61 3.76 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  XXO  XXX 
  8    24 DiVesta, Kelly         Washington               3.46m   11-04.25 
     3.15 3.31 3.46 3.61 
      PPP   XO    O  XXX 
  9   185 Saling, Krystal        Portland State          J3.46m   11-04.25 
     3.15 3.31 3.46 3.61 
       XO    O   XO  XXX 
 10   377 Calcagno, Kim          Unattached               3.31m   10-10.25 
     3.15 3.31 3.46 
       XO    O   XX 
 11   369 Peterson, Andrea       Unattached              J3.31m   10-10.25 
     3.15 3.31 3.46 
        O   XO  XXX 
 --    88 Anderson, Monica       Seattle Pacific             NH            
3.15
      XXX 
 --    81 Harris, Amy Lynn       Seattle Pacific             NH            
3.15
      XXX 
 --   194 Tripp, Deyna           Portland State              NH            
3.15




   NCAA Auto: A 6.40m                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P 6.10m                                                          
 Fac. Record: ! 6.55m  2/14/2004   Grace Upshaw, NIKE                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1   297 Daniels, Brittany      Unattached-Tracy         6.13mP  20-01.50 
      5.92m  6.13m  5.84m  PASS  PASS  PASS
  2   332 Adeagbo, Simidele      Team XO                  6.12mP  20-01.00 
      5.91m  6.04m  FOUL  5.80m  6.02m  6.12m
  3    61 Vela, Grace            Washington               5.65m   18-06.50 
      FOUL  5.57m  5.62m  5.65m  5.64m  5.64m
  4   199 Imran, Gayle           Portland State           5.62m   18-05.25 
      FOUL  5.43m  5.40m  FOUL  5.46m  5.62m
  5   179 Blackwood, Kerry-A     Portland State           5.47m   17-11.50 
      5.31m  5.47m  5.27m  5.32m  5.37m  5.25m
  6   247 Beverly, Zikarra       UC Riverside             5.46m   17-11.00 
      5.25m  5.45m  5.34m  5.46m  4.71m  FOUL
  7   219 Payne, Antionette      Portland State           5.45m   17-10.75 
      5.10m  5.16m  5.45m  4.97m  4.95m  5.16m
  8   188 Quay, Ashley           Portland State           5.27m   17-03.50 
      5.27m  5.06m  FOUL  4.57m  4.76m  4.75m
  9   296 Quinley, Shevell       Unattached-Tracy         5.25m   17-02.75 
      4.68m  4.88m  5.25m          
 10   174 Johnson, Bridget       Western Oregon           5.20m   17-00.75 
      4.91m  5.20m  4.64m            
 11    45 Snyder, Bonnie         Washington               5.19m   17-00.50 
      5.19m  FOUL  5.01m            
 12   148 Callan, Nini           Western Oregon           5.08m   16-08.00 
      5.05m  5.08m  4.98m           
 13    57 Fuller, Liz            Washington               5.07m   16-07.75 
      5.07m  4.80m  4.28m           
 14   169 Kendall, Julie         Western Oregon           4.87m   15-11.75 
      FOUL  4.82m  4.87m            
 15   271 Webb, Kailin           Simon Fraser             4.79m   15-08.75 
      4.67m  4.32m  4.79m           
 16    95 Blake, Linda           Seattle Pacific          4.64m   15-02.75 
      FOUL  4.02m  4.64m           
 17    75 Janney, Kristin        Seattle Pacific          4.60m   15-01.25 
      4.52m  4.60m  4.59m          
 18   267 Pagnucco, Natalie      Simon Fraser             4.48m   14-08.50 




   NCAA Auto: A 13.30m                                                         
   NCAA Prov: P 12.65m                                                         
 Fac. Record: ! 13.25m  3/6/2004    Kamila Rywelska, BYU                       
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1   297 Daniels, Brittany      Unattached-Tracy        13.07mP  42-10.75 
      12.82m  12.74m  13.07m  12.66m  PASS  PASS
  2   332 Adeagbo, Simidele      Team XO                 12.97mP  42-06.75 
      12.80m  FOUL  12.97m  FOUL  12.59m  12.88m
  3   199 Imran, Gayle           Portland State          12.00m   39-04.50 
      11.83m  11.79m  11.97m  11.99m  FOUL  12.00m
  4    58 Brown, Sidney          Washington              11.55m   37-10.75 
      11.55m  FOUL  11.14m  11.54m  11.17m  11.30m
  5   204 Winkle, Mackenzie      Portland State          11.09m   36-04.75 
      10.64m  11.09m  10.94m  PASS  PASS  PASS
  6   243 Walton, Amy            UC Riverside            10.99m   36-00.75 
      10.45m  10.50m  10.92m  10.99m  10.53m  10.63m
  7   219 Payne, Antionette      Portland State          10.23m   33-06.75 
      FOUL  10.23m  FOUL  PASS  PASS  PASS
 --   169 Kendall, Julie         Western Oregon            FOUL            




   NCAA Auto: A 16.90m                                                         
   NCAA Prov: P 15.40m                                                         
 Fac. Record: ! 17.40m  1/31/2004   Stephanie Brown, Unattached                
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1    71 Fuqua, Bree            Unattached              14.52m   47-07.75 
      FOUL  13.41m  14.30m  14.28m  14.30m  14.52m
  2    18 Ellis, Sheree          Unattached              13.43m   44-00.75 
      13.43m  12.58m  12.39m  FOUL  12.60m  12.64m
  3   223 Genisauski, Meliss     UC Riverside            12.84m   42-01.50 
      12.29m  12.84m  11.69m  FOUL  FOUL  12.49m
  4   148 Callan, Nini           Western Oregon          11.28m   37-00.25 
      11.24m  11.28m  11.28m  10.83m  11.25m  11.10m
  5   221 Cosby, Erica           UC Riverside            11.23m   36-10.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  10.79m  11.23m  11.21m  FOUL
  6   190 Johnson, Vanessa       Portland State          11.22m   36-09.75 
      10.84m  10.95m  10.98m  10.11m  11.22m  11.12m
  7   174 Johnson, Bridget       Western Oregon          11.03m   36-02.25 
      10.63m  11.03m  10.24m            
  8    92 Cooley, Kelsey         Seattle Pacific         10.60m   34-09.50 
      FOUL  9.62m  10.60m           
  9    94 Ayers-Stamper, Dan     Seattle Pacific         10.38m   34-00.75 
      FOUL  FOUL  10.38m           
 10    75 Janney, Kristin        Seattle Pacific          9.64m   31-07.50 
      9.47m  FOUL  9.64m            
 11   133 Elliott, Julie         Portland                 9.17m   30-01.00 
      8.91m  9.17m  FOUL            
 12    95 Blake, Linda           Seattle Pacific          9.12m   29-11.25 
      9.12m  PASS  PASS           
 13   214 Sims, Caressa          Portland State           8.99m   29-06.00 
      FOUL  8.04m  8.99m            
 14   344 Jones, Peaches         Csu-Dominguez Hi         7.98m   26-02.25 




   NCAA Auto: A 20.50m                                                         
   NCAA Prov: P 18.50m                                                         
 Fac. Record: ! 20.63m  1/31/2004   Cari Soong, UCLA                           
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1   360 Hepler, Kristin        Unattached              16.95m   55-07.50 
      16.59m  16.94m  15.98m  FOUL  16.95m  16.24m
  2   193 Rosette, Cassie        Portland State          14.43m   47-04.25 
      12.66m  13.59m  14.43m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  3   223 Genisauski, Meliss     UC Riverside            13.22m   43-04.50 
      12.04m  12.53m  FOUL  12.32m  12.52m  13.22m
  4     8 West, Arlecier         Washington              13.07m   42-10.75 
      FOUL  FOUL  11.61m  FOUL  13.07m  12.86m
  5    68 Trygg, Carin           Washington              13.06m   42-10.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  10.92m  13.04m  13.06m  12.95m
  6   167 Cederberg, Jaci        Western Oregon          13.02m   42-08.75 
      12.35m  13.02m  FOUL  12.98m  12.45m  FOUL
  7   221 Cosby, Erica           UC Riverside            12.39m   40-07.75 
      12.39m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  11.62m  11.87m
  8   190 Johnson, Vanessa       Portland State          10.80m   35-05.25 
      10.80m  10.15m  10.01m  10.39m  10.62m  9.32m
 
Men 60 Meter Dash
===================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A  6.62                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P  6.72                                                          
 Fac. Record: !  6.63  2/1/2003    Ja'Warren Hooker, Asics                     
    Name                    Year School                 Prelims  H#
===================================================================
Preliminaries
  1   256 Hubbard, Bruce         Highline CC               6.94q  3 
  2    65 Davidson, Patrick      Washington                7.05q  3 
  3   293 Hurtubise, Neil        Simon Fraser              7.11q  2 
  4   264 Wlodarczak, Charle     Metro AC                  7.21q  1 
  5   291 Kripps, Justin         Simon Fraser              7.22q  2 
  6   345 Halcro, Joel           U-British Columb         J7.22q  1 
  7    90 Jewell, Ryan           Seattle Pacific           7.26q  4 
  8   326 Dahl, Eric             Team XO                   7.28q  1 
  8    46 Fredericks, Corey      Washington                7.28q  2 
  8   268 Robinson, Brett        Simon Fraser              7.28q  2 
 11    47 Blaty, Doug            Washington                7.29   2 
 12   172 Jirges, Matt           Western Oregon            7.33   1 
 13   367 Chung, Vihn            Unattached                7.40   4 
 13   254 Thompson, Ira          British Columbia          7.40   3 
 15    17 Mateljan, Michael      Washington                7.45   1 
 16   166 Gitts, Derek           Western Oregon            7.57   4 
 17    99 Flowers, Greg          Seattle Pacific           7.81   4 
 
Men 60 Meter Dash Masters
=======================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1   365 Dickson, Tom           Unattached                7.65  
  2   366 Townsend, Chris        Unattached                7.66  
 
Men 60 Meter Dash
==========================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A  6.62                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P  6.72                                                          
 Fac. Record: !  6.63  2/1/2003    Ja'Warren Hooker, Asics                     
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
Finals
  1   256 Hubbard, Bruce         Highline CC               6.94   1 
  2   293 Hurtubise, Neil        Simon Fraser              7.06   1 
  3   291 Kripps, Justin         Simon Fraser              7.13   1 
  4   345 Halcro, Joel           U-British Columb          7.21   2 
  5   264 Wlodarczak, Charle     Metro AC                  7.23   1 
  6    90 Jewell, Ryan           Seattle Pacific           7.25   2 
  7   326 Dahl, Eric             Team XO                   7.27   2 
  8   268 Robinson, Brett        Simon Fraser              7.36   2 
 --    65 Davidson, Patrick      Washington                  DQ   1 
 
Men 200 Meter Dash
==========================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A 20.83                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P 21.23                                                          
 Fac. Record: ! 21.10  2/15/2003   Rubin Williams, Unattached                  
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1   256 Hubbard, Bruce         Highline CC              22.86   2 
  2   207 Rollinger, Trevor      Portland State           23.14   2 
  3    90 Jewell, Ryan           Seattle Pacific          23.37   3 
  4   268 Robinson, Brett        Simon Fraser             23.39   1 
  5   326 Dahl, Eric             Team XO                  23.87   1 
  6   192 Whalen, Mitch          Portland State           23.92   1 
  7   176 Herrington, Blake      Western Oregon           23.94   2 
  8   166 Gitts, Derek           Western Oregon           24.24   1 
  9   159 Parker, Jeremy         Western Oregon           24.70   3 
 10    99 Flowers, Greg          Seattle Pacific          24.82   2 
 11   216 Price, Scott           Portland State           24.96   3 
 
Men 400 Meter Dash
==========================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A 46.05                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P 47.25                                                          
 Fac. Record: ! 46.17  2/15/2003   Andre Ammons, Unattached                    
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1   259 Harcourt, Alex         Highline CC              47.52   1 
  2    10 Boase, Jordan          Washington               49.11   2 
  3   292 Drapula, Rob           Simon Fraser             49.57   1 
  4    16 Still, Kyle            Washington               50.78   2 
  5   198 Hooiman, Jon           Portland State           51.68   1 
  6   382 Bailey, Brandon        Washington               51.76   2 
  7   230 Moore, Jon             UC Riverside             52.26   2 
  8   206 Hunter, Andrew         Portland State           52.90   2 
  9    91 Engelson, Kurt         Seattle Pacific          53.56   3 
 10   222 Webster, Tristan       UC Riverside             53.59   3 
 11   160 Clarkson, Lee          Western Oregon           54.70   3 
 12   216 Price, Scott           Portland State           55.13   3 
 
Men 1 Mile Run
=======================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A 3:59.30                                                        
   NCAA Prov: P 4:04.90                                                        
 Fac. Record: ! 3:58.40  2/15/2003   Michael Stember, NIKE                     
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1   351 McGrath, Mike          Nike Oregon Proj       4:09.51  
  2   329 Forsha, Brayce         Team XO                4:10.11  
  3   186 Garich, Evan           Portland State         4:10.14  
  4    42 Abbott, Austin         Washington             4:11.39  
  5   317 Saqui, Glenn           U. of Victoria         4:11.70  
  6   364 Seed, Leif             Missoula TC            4:13.87  
  7   209 Hemlock, Clay          Portland State         4:14.77  
  8    26 Sayenko, Mike          Washington             4:14.79  
  9    35 Mineau, Jeremy         Washington             4:16.34  
 10    69 Knox, Caleb            Washington             4:17.73  
 11   205 Flanders, Blake        Portland State         4:18.76  
 12   131 Appel, Nate            Portland               4:19.74  
 13   301 Martinson, Geoff       U. of Victoria         4:19.83  
 14   181 Lopez, Brandon         Portland State         4:23.92  
 15   240 Simmons, Nemo          UC Riverside           4:28.70  
 16   231 Cota, Joel             UC Riverside           4:28.74  
 17   183 Valdez, Daniel         Portland State         4:32.50  
 18   289 Kawamoto, Jon          Simon Fraser           4:33.52  
 19    80 Phillips, Ryan         Seattle Pacific        4:55.86  
 --   353 Achon, Julius          Nike Oregon Proj           DNF  
 
Men 600 Meter Run
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1    37 Brown, Ryan            Washington             1:18.68   2 
  2    66 Charles, Shane         Unattached             1:18.97   1 
  3    44 Jackson, Bruce         Washington             1:19.72   1 
  4    43 Williams, Nik          Washington             1:19.83   2 
  5    23 Williams, Sean         Washington             1:20.94   1 
  6    34 Freeman, Tim           Washington             1:21.54   2 
  7   248 Mok, Guillaume         UC Riverside           1:22.33   2 
  8   266 Pitches, Graeme        Simon Fraser           1:22.48   1 
  9    62 McCary, Phillip        Washington             1:22.89   2 
 10   321 Green, Brandon         U. of Victoria         1:24.94   3 
 11   195 Miller, Paul           Portland State         1:25.15   3 
 12   276 Shimmell, Jordan       Simon Fraser           1:25.77   3 
 13   316 Davidson, Micheal      U. of Victoria         1:25.82   3 
 14   300 Cocker, Tyler          U. of Victoria         1:26.51   3 
 15   239 Akinyemi, Ajayi        UC Riverside           1:29.60   1 
 
Men 800 Meter Run
==========================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A 1:48.00                                                        
   NCAA Prov: P 1:49.50                                                        
 Fac. Record: ! 1:47.38  2/15/2003   Zach Whitmarsh, Pacific Sport             
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1   352 Smith, Richard         Nike Oregon Proj       1:50.17   1 
  2   200 Boyer, Nate            Portland State         1:53.20   1 
  3    74 Carlson, Nathan        St. Martin's Col       1:54.10   1 
  4   327 Krempley, Ross         Team XO                1:55.61   1 
  5   317 Saqui, Glenn           U. of Victoria         1:55.66   1 
  6   329 Forsha, Brayce         Team XO                1:55.91   1 
  7   100 Strickler, Eddie       Seattle Pacific        1:57.57   2 
  8   319 Lehman, Richard        U. of Victoria         1:57.62   1 
  9   301 Martinson, Geoff       U. of Victoria         1:57.85   1 
 10   231 Cota, Joel             UC Riverside           1:58.83   2 
 11   151 Banker, Troy           Western Oregon         1:59.42   2 
 12   251 Davis, Ryan            UC Riverside           1:59.71   2 
 13   308 Burgess, Jacob         U. of Victoria         1:59.76   2 
 14   314 McHaffie, Matt         U. of Victoria         2:00.55   2 
 15   240 Simmons, Nemo          UC Riverside           2:02.92   2 
 16   164 Vredenburg, Josh       Western Oregon         2:03.94   2 
 17   306 Wooton, Allen          U. of Victoria         2:04.28   2 
 
Men 3000 Meter Run
=======================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A 7:56.00                                                        
   NCAA Prov: P 8:05.00                                                        
 Fac. Record: ! 7:48.59  1/31/2004   Bolota Asmeron, NIKE                      
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1   353 Achon, Julius          Nike Oregon Proj       8:12.69  
  2   349 Wall, Scott            Nike Oregon Proj       8:19.77  
  3   280 Mosley, Richard        Simon Fraser           8:22.54  
  4   334 McLean, Dan            Rrs                    8:25.67  
  5    63 Peters, Kevin          Washington             8:28.06  
  6   302 Walker, Nicholas       U. of Victoria         8:28.33  
  7    52 Harding, Jon           Washington             8:29.44  
  8   315 Swanson, Kris          U. of Victoria         8:29.69  
  9   290 Weber, Ryan            Simon Fraser           8:32.59  
 10   313 Murenbeeld, Steven     U. of Victoria         8:32.72  
 11    49 Wilson, James          Washington             8:33.73  
 12   201 Hollis, Chris          Portland State         8:37.03  
 13   348 Oliver, Steven         Nike Oregon Proj       8:37.49  
 14   224 Tachias, Andrew        UC Riverside           8:38.58  
 15   364 Seed, Leif             Missoula TC            8:38.74  
 16   307 Findlay, Eric          U. of Victoria         8:39.55  
 17   228 Espinoza, Ruben        UC Riverside           8:39.76  
 18   211 Blanshan, Evan         Portland State         8:42.34  
 19   286 Prosser, Hayden        Simon Fraser           8:43.07  
 20   324 Hill, Graeme           U. of Victoria         8:43.31  
 21   226 Trinidad, Andrew       UC Riverside           8:43.58  
 22    20 Robinson, Andrew       Washington             8:45.49  
 23   178 Badley, Tim            Portland State         8:45.83  
 24    87 LeCount, Tim           Seattle Pacific        8:46.32  
 25    96 Gibson, Doug           Seattle Pacific        8:47.35  
 26   246 Pina, Ulices           UC Riverside           8:47.37  
 27   285 Gant, Dylan            Simon Fraser           8:49.48  
 28   325 Longoria, James        Team XO                8:51.18  
 29   227 Hansen, Paul           UC Riverside           8:52.51  
 30   187 Alvarez, Vertin        Portland State         8:53.76  
 31   323 Lister, Mark           U. of Victoria         9:06.63  
 32   310 Mangan, Sean           U. of Victoria         9:08.77  
 33   312 Tipping, Craig         U. of Victoria         9:31.16  
 34    89 Rosser, James          Seattle Pacific        9:45.96  
 --   352 Smith, Richard         Nike Oregon Proj           DNF  
 
Men 5000 Meter Run
=======================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A 13:53.10                                                       
   NCAA Prov: P 14:15.00                                                       
 Fac. Record: ! 13:47.40  3/6/2004    Mike Donnelly, NIKE                      
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1   346 Goucher, Adam          Nike Oregon Proj      13:43.47! 
  2   347 Slattery, Steve        Nike Oregon Proj      13:44.13! 
  3   350 Donnelly, Mike         Nike Oregon Proj      13:57.50P 
 
Men 60 Meter Hurdles
=======================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A  7.70                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P  7.91                                                          
 Fac. Record: !  7.80  2/28/2004   Matt Mason, WSU                             
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1   370 Emrich, TJ             Unattached                8.46  
  2   192 Whalen, Mitch          Portland State            8.83  
  3   160 Clarkson, Lee          Western Oregon            8.91  
  3   207 Rollinger, Trevor      Portland State            8.91  
 
Men 4x400 Meter Relay
==========================================================================
   NCAA Auto: A 3:06.10                                                        
   NCAA Prov: P 3:10.40                                                        
 Fac. Record: ! 3:09.07  2/28/2004   UCLA                                      
    School                                               Finals  H# Points
==========================================================================
  1 University of Washington  'B'                       3:16.15   1 
     1) 43 Williams, Nik                2) 62 McCary, Phillip             
     3) 23 Williams, Sean               4) 10 Boase, Jordan               
  2 Simon Fraser University  'A'                        3:17.61   1 
     1) 292 Drapula, Rob                2) 282 Eckl, Thomas               
     3) 266 Pitches, Graeme             4) 276 Shimmell, Jordan           
  3 University of California River  'C'                 3:23.66   2 
     1) 226 Trinidad, Andrew            2) 246 Pina, Ulices               
     3) 224 Tachias, Andrew             4) 227 Hansen, Paul               
  4 Portland State University  'A'                      3:23.68   2 
     1) 192 Whalen, Mitch               2) 207 Rollinger, Trevor          
     3) 181 Lopez, Brandon              4) 198 Hooiman, Jon               
  5 University of California River  'A'                 3:34.03   2 
     1) 248 Mok, Guillaume              2) 244 Gibson, Staton             
     3) 251 Davis, Ryan                 4) 239 Akinyemi, Ajayi            
  6 University of Victoria  'A'                         3:34.08   1 
     1) 321 Green, Brandon              2) 319 Lehman, Richard            
     3) 301 Martinson, Geoff            4) 317 Saqui, Glenn               
  7 University of Victoria  'B'                         3:39.83   1 
     1) 308 Burgess, Jacob              2) 316 Davidson, Micheal          
     3) 306 Wooton, Allen               4) 314 McHaffie, Matt             
  8 University of California River  'B'                 3:44.80   2 
     1) 240 Simmons, Nemo               2) 231 Cota, Joel                 




   NCAA Auto: A 9:33.00                                                        
   NCAA Prov: P 9:43.70                                                        
 Fac. Record: ! 9:34.21  2/14/2004   UCLA                                      
    School                                               Finals  Points
=======================================================================
  1 Portland State University  'A'                     10:28.92  
     1) 205 Flanders, Blake             2) 200 Boyer, Nate                




   NCAA Auto: A 2.23m                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P 2.17m                                                          
 Fac. Record: ! 2.16m  1/31/2004   Kyley Johnson, Team XO                      
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1    22 Frederick, Norris      Washington               2.08m    6-09.75 
     1.83 1.88 1.93 1.98 2.03 2.08 2.15 
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O    O  XXX 
  2   330 Johnson, Kyley         Team XO                 J2.08m    6-09.75 
     1.83 1.88 1.93 1.98 2.03 2.08 2.15 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O  XXO  XXX 
  3   356 Robinson, Aaron        Unattached               2.03m    6-08.00 
     1.83 1.88 1.93 1.98 2.03 2.08 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O  XXX 
  4   371 Davis, Teddy           Unattached              J2.03m    6-08.00 
     1.83 1.88 1.93 1.98 2.03 2.08 
      PPP  PPP  PPP   XO    O  XXX 
  5    11 Cook, Phillipe         Unattached              J2.03m    6-08.00 
     1.83 1.88 1.93 1.98 2.03 2.08 
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O   XO  XXX 
  6    40 Eickhoff, Warren       Washington              J2.03m    6-08.00 
     1.83 1.88 1.93 1.98 2.03 2.08 
      PPP  PPP    O   XO   XO  XXX 
  7   373 Skiba, Jeff            Unattached               1.98m    6-06.00 
     1.83 1.88 1.93 1.98 2.03 
      PPP   XO   XO  XXO  XXX 
  8    76 Randolph, Chris        Seattle Pacific          1.93m    6-04.00 
     1.83 1.88 1.93 1.98 
       XO   XO   XO  XXX 
  9   237 Gibson, Joshua         UC Riverside            J1.93m    6-04.00 
     1.83 1.88 1.93 1.98 
      PPP  PPP  XXO  XXX 
 10   161 Davenport, Dan         Western Oregon           1.88m    6-02.00 
     1.83 1.88 1.93 
        O  XXO  XXX 
 11   159 Parker, Jeremy         Western Oregon           1.83m    6-00.00 
     1.83 1.88 
        O  XXX 
 --   222 Webster, Tristan       UC Riverside                NH            
1.83
      XXX 
 --   202 Petrie, Kyle           Portland State              NH            
1.83




   NCAA Auto: A 5.50m                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P 5.20m                                                          
 Fac. Record: ! 5.81m  1/31/2004   Toby Stevenson, Unattached                  
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1    73 Skipper, Tommy         Oregon                   5.40mP  17-08.50 
     4.31 4.46 4.61 4.76 4.91 5.06 5.21 5.31 5.40 5.60 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O  XXX 
  2    14 Lee, McKane            Washington               5.21mP  17-01.00 
     4.31 4.46 4.61 4.76 4.91 5.06 5.21 5.31 
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O  XXO   XO  XXX 
  3    70 Derby, Jon             Oregon                   5.06m   16-07.25 
     4.31 4.46 4.61 4.76 4.91 5.06 5.21 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O  XXX 
  4   379 Moore, Dave            Unattached               4.91m   16-01.25 
     4.31 4.46 4.61 4.76 4.91 5.06 
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O   XO  XXX 
  5    39 Perrins, Seth          Washington               4.61m   15-01.50 
     4.31 4.46 4.61 4.76 
      PPP  PPP    O  XXX 
  6   370 Emrich, TJ             Unattached              J4.61m   15-01.50 
     4.31 4.46 4.61 4.76 
        O    O   XO  XXX 
  7    30 Roberts, Sam           Washington              J4.61m   15-01.50 
     4.31 4.46 4.61 4.76 
      PPP  PPP  XXO  XXX 
  8   358 Burnett, Keegan        Unattached               4.46m   14-07.50 
     4.31 4.46 4.61 
        O    O  XXX 
  9   155 Cummings, Josh         Western Oregon          J4.46m   14-07.50 
     4.31 4.46 4.61 
      PPP   XO  XXX 
 --   381 Vanderville, Mark      Unattached                  NH            
     4.31 4.46 4.61 4.76 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  XXX 
 --   150 Twigg, Joseph          Western Oregon              NH            
4.31
      XXX 
 --    76 Randolph, Chris        Seattle Pacific             NH            
4.31
      XXX 
 --   376 Duvall, Loren          Washington                  NH            
4.31
      XXX 
 --   161 Davenport, Dan         Western Oregon              NH            
4.31




   NCAA Auto: A 7.85m                                                          
   NCAA Prov: P 7.45m                                                          
 Fac. Record: ! 8.08m  2/27/2004   Matt Mason, WSU                             
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1    22 Frederick, Norris      Washington               7.73mP  25-04.50 
      7.45m  7.54m  6.26m  FOUL  FOUL  7.73m
  2    21 Wolfork, JR            Washington               7.20m   23-07.50 
      FOUL  6.93m  7.02m  PASS  FOUL  7.20m
  3    11 Cook, Phillipe         Unattached               6.98m   22-11.00 
      4.91m  6.98m  6.90m  6.71m  FOUL  6.91m
  4    46 Fredericks, Corey      Washington               6.80m   22-03.75 
      FOUL  6.76m  6.80m  6.48m  PASS  PASS
  5   215 Hill, Jon              Portland State           6.73m   22-01.00 
      6.73m  6.63m  6.57m  6.39m  FOUL  6.69m
  6   258 Mciver, Brynnen        Highline CC              6.48m   21-03.25 
      6.44m  6.48m  6.22m  FOUL  6.48m  6.36m
  7   176 Herrington, Blake      Western Oregon           6.31m   20-08.50 
      6.30m  FOUL  6.24m  FOUL  6.31m  FOUL
  8   367 Chung, Vihn            Unattached               6.12m   20-01.00 
      6.12m  5.96m  5.69m  PASS  PASS  PASS
  9    47 Blaty, Doug            Washington               6.05m   19-10.25 




   NCAA Auto: A 16.20m                                                         
   NCAA Prov: P 15.50m                                                         
 Fac. Record: ! 16.62m  2/1/2003    Julien Kapek, USC                          
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1   244 Gibson, Staton         UC Riverside            14.69m   48-02.50 
      14.69m  14.69m  FOUL  FOUL  14.22m  14.21m
  2   159 Parker, Jeremy         Western Oregon          13.36m   43-10.00 
      13.36m  FOUL  FOUL  PASS  FOUL  PASS
  3   176 Herrington, Blake      Western Oregon          13.08m   42-11.00 
      FOUL  13.08m  12.84m  PASS  PASS  PASS
 --   103 Hattingh, Tyrone       Seattle Pacific           FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
 --   372 Lawrence, Justin       Club Northwest            FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL            
 --   149 Buckmiere, Jason       Western Oregon            FOUL            




   NCAA Auto: A 19.30m                                                         
   NCAA Prov: P 17.75m                                                         
 Fac. Record: ! 19.98m  2/1/2003    John Godina, adidas                        
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1     4 Garcia, Nick           Springco                16.69m   54-09.25 
      16.38m  16.25m  16.35m  16.61m  FOUL  16.69m
  2   252 Wood, Craig            UC Riverside            14.49m   47-06.50 
      14.49m  FOUL  FOUL  13.86m  FOUL  FOUL
  3   361 Kneip, Neal            Unattached              14.24m   46-08.75 
      13.82m  13.85m  13.85m  14.02m  14.24m  14.11m
  4   171 Aguilar, Carlos        Western Oregon          13.83m   45-04.50 
      13.50m  13.83m  FOUL  13.61m  13.24m  FOUL
  5   152 Kline, Justin          Western Oregon          13.53m   44-04.75 
      12.97m  FOUL  13.01m  FOUL  12.92m  13.53m
  6   177 Johnson, Kevin         Western Oregon          13.49m   44-03.25 
      13.44m  FOUL  13.49m  FOUL  13.44m  13.26m
  7   203 Henson, Seth           Portland State          13.44m   44-01.25 
      13.24m  FOUL  13.44m  13.36m  13.23m  13.30m
  8   170 Jasmin, Brandon        Western Oregon          12.92m   42-04.75 
      FOUL  12.72m  12.92m  FOUL  FOUL  12.67m
  9   172 Jirges, Matt           Western Oregon          12.35m   40-06.25 
      12.11m  12.35m  FOUL            
 10    76 Randolph, Chris        Seattle Pacific         11.89m   39-00.25 
      11.89m  FOUL  FOUL            
 11   378 Mildren, Mark          Portland State          11.19m   36-08.50 




   NCAA Auto: A 21.20m                                                         
   NCAA Prov: P 19.00m                                                         
 Fac. Record: ! 22.48m  2/1/2003    Derek Woodske, Ironwood TC                 
    Name                    Year School                  Finals            Points
=================================================================================
  1   328 Kriz, Adam             Team XO                 18.51m   60-08.75 
      18.51m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  2   252 Wood, Craig            UC Riverside            16.82m   55-02.25 
      15.09m  15.33m  FOUL  16.82m  FOUL  16.39m
  3   361 Kneip, Neal            Unattached              16.31m   53-06.25 
      14.33m  15.29m  15.06m  15.47m  16.31m  FOUL
  4   171 Aguilar, Carlos        Western Oregon          14.15m   46-05.25 
      FOUL  13.14m  13.75m  FOUL  14.15m  13.33m
  5   170 Jasmin, Brandon        Western Oregon          13.32m   43-08.50 
      12.73m  11.83m  11.72m  12.73m  13.18m  13.32m
  6    64 Conwell, Will          Washington              13.24m   43-05.25 
      FOUL  12.81m  12.98m  13.24m  FOUL  FOUL
  7   203 Henson, Seth           Portland State          13.20m   43-03.75 
      13.20m  FOUL  12.58m  12.81m  FOUL  FOUL
  8   177 Johnson, Kevin         Western Oregon          11.21m   36-09.50 
      FOUL  FOUL  11.21m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  9   168 Holloway, Josh         Western Oregon          11.11m   36-05.50 
      FOUL  10.45m  11.11m           
